Nonallelic histone gene clusters of individual sea urchins (Lytechinus pictus): mapping of homologies in coding and spacer DNA.
The linear arrangement and lengths of the spacers and coding regions in the two nonallelic histone gene variant clusters of L. pictus are remarkably homologous by R loop analysis and are similar in general topography to the histone gene repeat units of other sea urchins examined to date. No interventing sequences were detected. The coding regions of these two histone gene variants share considerable sequence homology; however, there are areas of nonhomology in every spacer region and the lengths of the nonhomologous spacers between the H2A and H1 genes are not the same for the two repeat unit classes (inter-gene heterogeneity). Combining length measurements obtained with both R loops and heteroduplexes suggests that the DNA sequences of the analogous leader regions for the two H1 mRNAs are nonhomologous. Similar observations were made for the H4 leader sequences, as well as the trailer region on H2B. S. purpuratus spacer DNA segments share little sequence homology with L. pictus; however, the analgous coding (and possibly flanking) regions have conserved their sequences. The various coding and spacer regions within a repeat unit do not share DNA sequences. Thus certain areas in the sea urchin histone gene repeat units have been highly conserved during evolution, while other areas have been allowed to undergo considerable sequence change not only between species but within a species.